CUSTOMER STORY

BG GROUP

TRANSFORMS FINANCIAL CLOSE

Leading multinational automates and coordinates critical financial close processes to reduce effort and improve
the quality of the close.

KEY POINTS
BG Group needed to automate close processes to
ensure accuracy and reduce effort.
The same activities often had to be run manually multiple
times across the company’s 600 entities as they could not
be run in parallel.
Numerous stages in the close had to be manually
monitored, validated and corrected – and all these steps
had to be repeated if an error was found.
BG Group already used SAP® Financial Closing Cockpit
(FCc) when it turned to Redwood and Accenture.
Redwood’s solution for SAP combined with SAP FCc was
implemented in under three months.

A COMPLEX CLOSE
BG Group is an oil and gas company active in more than 20 countries across five continents. Corporate finance
needed to improve the financial close process to increase efficiency. BG Group also wanted to devote more
time to analysis and strategy, and less on repeatedly finding and reviewing data.
For each of its 600 corporate entities, BG Group had to complete 185 separate close activities, such as
reconciliations and balancing accounts. This meant completing at least 111,000 activities at every month-end.
The close was complex and labor-intensive because the same activities often had to be run manually across
multiple entities as they could not run in parallel.
Across all entities, the organization also ran a total of 500 separate depreciation activities. Each of these steps
had to be manually checked and then repeated if an error was found.
Despite implementation of FCc the company still needed to coordinate its SAP tasks and reduce manual effort
around processes such as validation, alerts and rectifications.

The following key processes are fully automated, providing Improved quality and much reduced manual effort :
Running and monitoring individual close activities Performing correction bookings and
creating reports Communicating with colleagues via email
Checking results to determine if the close process was correct
Reporting the current status of the financial close process
The Redwood implementation was managed by Accenture as part of a financial improvement initiative at
BG group. Accenture UK’s Simon Burnett, who managed the implementation, said: “Working with Redwood, we
knew we could transform the financial close at BG Group quickly. We just had to show them what was possible.”

TIME TO CHANGE
Redwood and Accenture assessed the organization’s
current level of automation. The assessment found
that BG Group had some documentation and
standardization of close processes, but there was no
consistency.
The team created a roadmap that showed the level
of automation that could be achieved with Redwood.
This suggested 83% of BG Group’s original activities
could be automated and a consistent level of
automation achieved across the close.

feeling that Redwood’s financial close application
was too good to be true, so a tailored demonstration
was the perfect way to show what could be achieved.”
BG Group’s close scenarios included activities that
management previously thought impossible to
automate. For example, the company saw how easy it
was to operate, maintain and amend the company’s
distribution run. This is the process of determining
how much money is allocated to each entity’s cost
center and how it’s split up and distributed based on
predefined rules.

“We asked BG Group for a list of its most challenging
financial close scenarios,” saidBurnett. “There was a

AUTOMATION IN ACTION
BG Group no longer has to manually check that its distribution processes have run correctly. The solution automatically
checks that the right steps have happened, including validation, alerting and rectifications. In addition, Redwood
automatically verifies the results and rectifies any discrepancies. This has eliminated the need to manually complete
repetitive steps for every entity to ensure an accurate, consistent close.
BG Group now manages by exception as it’s quick and simple to alter the distribution cycle for each entity. Automatic
variants are set to ensure a member of the team is alerted if there are any discrepancies. The automatic and reliable
processes are fully tracked and traceable, which creates a clear, fast and reliable audit trail.
The Redwood solution was set up and implemented within three months. Now BG Group automatically verifies many of the
repetitive steps in the financial close for results that are faster and more accurate than ever before.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON REDWOOD FINANCE AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, PLEASE VISIT
WWW.REDWOOD.COM/FINANCE-AUTOMATION

